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UKSA - The independent voice of the private shareholder 

UKSA 

Chairman’s Comment 

 

 I’ve just finished the draft accounts for 2015 and they 
show a small loss of £593. This is no cause for concern 
in itself, but the fact is that we are prevented from do-
ing many of the things that we want to do by a short-
age of funds.  

 
 We depend entirely on members for income. But we 

don’t want to put the subscription up. UKSA is a broad 
church: some of you are successful investors, perhaps 
profiting from the access provided by the programme 
of company visits, perhaps passionate about UKSA’s 
policy aims and keen to support them; others are per-
haps not so well off, maybe in circumstances where it’s 

hard to take full advantage of UKSA’s facilities. We 
welcome all of you as members. 
 
 We are going to take the simple line and ask for donations. It’s a standard 
process for non-profit organisations and it’s perhaps a surprise we haven’t 
done this before. We need to adjust our systems to do this properly, but to 
kick off I would ask those of you who can afford to do so, and feel they get out 

of UKSA more than they put in, to make a donation to UKSA at  HSBC, sort 

code 40-46-21, account number 31342606, ref DONATION, or by cheque to 
the UKSA office. 
 
 Just room to mention that Dee O'Hare, a regular member of the 'Croydon and 
Purley' branch, is starting an interesting Home Branch in his home town of 
Brighton. He plans to bring together UKSA members and inexperienced savers 

so that the one can learn from the other in a relaxed social atmosphere and, 

incidentally, bring in new members for UKSA. Dee would welcome your calls on 
075 6815 725, dfohare@hotmail.com. 
 
 All of which gives me an opportunity to thank those of you who already do-
nate without being asked and to wish you all a happy and prosperous New 

Year. 
 Good luck!                                                                              John Hunter 

_________________________________________________________ 
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  Board Changes and the AGM 

  

 I am delighted to announce that Peter Parry and Helen 
Gibbons have agreed to join the UKSA board. Peter is a 
recently-retired specialist in purchasing and  
supply-chain management and has been active in the 
policy team with particular emphasis on executive pay. 

Helen has worked in the City and running the family 
business but now owns a financial translation business 

working in five European languages. She has joined Harry 
Braund as an UKSA representative in the affairs of 'Better 
Finance', the European association of shareholder groups. 
 
 In the latter context it is with great regret that I tell you 

that Martin Morton has decided to step away from his  

attendance at Better Finance meetings. He has represented 
UKSA in that capacity for many years and, like all UKSA's 
representatives, without financial recompense. I am  
extremely grateful to him. 
 
 On another matter the Annual General Meeting will be 
held on Monday April 18 at 2.00pm at the RAF Club in 

Piccadilly. Refreshments will be available from 1.00pm and 
we hope that you will take the opportunity to meet and chat both before and 
after the meeting. As last year there will be a free discussion after the formal 
business of the meeting is concluded. You are invited to submit issues or  
investment themes for discussion to the UKSA office to arrive before 7 April 
2016 by email for preference or by post if you wish. 
 

 Last year we sent AGM papers and the UKSA accounts to all members by post. 

Some of you quite rightly questioned this expense – unnecessary for those who 
are comfortable with online material. This year, therefore, we will distribute the 
Accounts and AGM papers as follows: 
 
 Those members for whom we do not have an email address will receive paper 

by post 

 Those members for whom we have an email address will receive papers by 

email, unless… 

 …. they give notice to the UKSA office that they want hard copy instead, in 
which case it will be posted to them. 

 

 Papers will be uploaded to the members’ section of the website at the same 
time as they are distributed by other means.                             John Hunter 

Peter Parry 

Helen Gibbons 
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 AIM companies – Bees, Superbees,  
Gonabees and Elts 

 
                                                                                     by Malcolm Howard 
 In previous issues of Private Investor I have explained 
that AIM replaced the failed ‘Unlisted Securities Market’ 

and was set up as an outlet for those investing in  
start-up companies through the Enterprise Investment 
Scheme and also to allow venture capitalists and busi-

ness angels an opportunity to realize their investments. 
 
 All stocks on AIM fall into four categories - bees,  
superbees, gonabees and elts. Knowing which category 
each stock falls into is important as the valuation 

methods used by those dealing on AIM differ  

significantly as the four cases below illustrate. 
 
 A company that grows rapidly and generates cash will 
eventually graduate to the main market (the Small Cap 
index), which means they will have to meet more  
stringent reporting rules. On AIM, a Superbee is a profitable company that has 
generated consistent profits and growth, but there is a factor somewhere that 

prevents it moving on. Usually there is a risk somewhere that prevents the leap. 
An example of a Superbee is Youngs & Co Brewery plc. 
 
 The Ram Brewery in Wandsworth, London, dates back to 1581 and was bought 
by Allen Young and his partner Anthony Fothergill Bainbridge in 1831. It was the 
oldest British Brewery in continuous operation until it closed on 25th September 
2006. The brewing operation was transferred to a new company, Wells and 

Youngs Brewery Company Ltd, with Young’s holding 40% of the new company 

until it sold its stake in August 2011. 
 
 The site of the Ram Brewery is currently being redeveloped to deliver: 
 
 661 new homes to the borough; a 36 storey landmark residential tower  

designed by EPR architects; 9,500 sq. m of space dedicated to new shops, cafes, 
bars and restaurants; and approximately 200 car parking spaces. 
 

 The stable block will be retained, creating a new public space within a modern 
architectural setting and there will be a Micro Brewery in one of the listed  
buildings. There will also be a brewing museum which will incorporate the Beam 
Engine and the Coppers. 
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 At the 2015 financial year end the company had 129 Young’s pubs (including 
22 hotels) and 37 Geronimo pubs. Some of the properties are freehold and 
accordingly fair value adjustments for changes in property valuations appear in 
the annual accounts. 
 
 The directors of the company are extremely generous as far as UKSA 

is concerned as they provide members with an excellent Christmas 

party. Any UKSA member attending one of these events would have 
got their subscription back in one go! 
 
The financial analysis for Young’s & Co Brewery plc is as below: 

 

 Effective earnings are cash generated from operating activities before 
movement in working capital. This figure ignores unrealized profits and 
losses, such as movement in property valuations and share based payments 

and, in my view, is a fairer reflection of what a company has achieved. This 
company generates significant amount of cash, but net debt does not come 
down. What this means is that growth is being achieved through new outlets, 
the risk being overtrading if there were a downturn. Any valuation would be 
dependent upon each individual’s risk profile. 

 
The next category you find in AIM is the ‘gonabees’. These are companies who 

never make a profit, but one day they just might!  An example of a ‘gonabee’ 
is Venture Life Group.  The company is an international consumer self-care 
company focused on developing, manufacturing and commercializing product 
for the ageing population. Their products fall into three categories 
 
Food supplements for lowering LDL cholesterol and improving brain function 

and memory; Dermo-cosmetics and cosmetics for addressing the signs of  

ageing skin and hair loss; and Medical devices for improving conditions such as 
minor aches and pains, dry eyes and itchy skin. 
  

Year to March £’000 2013 2014 2015 

Revenue 193,667 201,800 227,000 

Earned Earnings 17,936 21,800 22,500 

Property Adjustment (958) 300 4,200 

Effective Earnings 31,810 38,900 42,300 

Assets excluding debt 456,229 500,100 548,000 

Net Debt 121,684 120,400 141,000 
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A gonabee company  - Venture Life Group 

 Companies such as this usually start off through the Enterprise Investment 
Scheme or venture capital, including business angels. When these companies 
are set up and running they issue further share capital through AIM. The price 
charged for these shares assumes the company will be successful in the future 
and rich investors, believing such promises and calculating the tax relief they 

are going to get, are sucked in.  
 

 The price of this share when this company 
was analysed was 78p (October 2015), but 
the net asset value of the company 
(excluding intangibles) was a mere 6p. Of 
course,  gonabees can become bees, so you 

never know. 
 

 The third category companies on AIM are 
the Elt’s. Elt stands for ‘expensive lottery 
tickets; because that is what they are. 

RedX Pharma is an example of an Elt. It is a drug discovery and development 

company. It was formed in 2010 to focus on improving the characteristics of 
existing drug classes to create best-in-class new drugs in the areas of cancer, 
infection and autoimmune diseases.  It has a team of over 100 scientists look-
ing into infectious diseases, oncology and immunology. The company claims 

that it has systems that ensure drugs can be developed quicker and thus be 
on the market earlier than would otherwise be the case.  
 

 The figures below show the latest position of Red X Pharma (an Elt)  

*6-month periods 
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Year to June £’000 2012 2013 2014 

Revenue 292 486 7,247 

Earned Earnings (788) (1081) (1,570) 

Effective Earnings (655) (952) (951) 

Net Assets 127 557 15,647 

Year to September £’000 2014 2014* 2015* 

Revenue 6,157 3,327 2.0170 

Earned Earnings (3,353) (1,598) (3,233) 

Effective Earnings (3,397) (1,358) (3,179) 

Net Assets 1,820 683 12,518 
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  The only revenue to date 
has been from  
government and other 
grants; other than from 
this source revenue will 
only be generated when 

drugs successfully go 

through the development 
stages. At the moment 
the company is just  
burning cash and for the 
sake of future generations 
we have to hope this 

company is successful, 
but it is a gamble. The 

price of the share at the time of valuation was 73p (December 2015), but the net 
asset value per share, before more cash is burnt, was 24p. So, anyone investing 
at the current price is effectively buying a £2 lottery ticket for £6, but the lottery 
is sometimes won and with just one breakthrough drug curing some type of  
cancer, as an example, shareholders could find themselves making a fortune.                  

  
 The gestation period for gonabees is always a lot longer than investors expect; 
many are stillborn and become neverbees.  But some live births emerge and a 

bee is born. A ‘bee’ is a company that has got through the hard times and is both 
stable and profitable. An example of a bee is Newmark Security plc. This  
company is a leading provider of electronic and physical security systems where 

the emphasis is on the safety and security of a company’s personnel and assets. 
It has three major products in its electronic security division, Custom time clocks, 
Sateon access control and Janus access control.  The company’s physical security 
division, its prime product is ‘Safetell’ which protects staff and assets from  
violence and aggression in the workplace.  The company listed on AIM in 1997.  

 
 Newmark Security plc’s results are as below: 

 
 

Year to April £’000 2013 2014 2015 

Revenue 18,316 19,171 22.854 

Earned Earnings 140 857 2,143 

Effective Earnings 3,427 2,766 3,360 

Assets exc cash 10,259 10,467 9,606 

Net cash  650 1,121 3,946 

Earnings per share (p) 0.7 0.5 0.7 

Redx Pharma - 6-month share price graph 
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 Now, what tends to happen is that investors buy into gonabees and Elts at the 
time they list on AIM.  Investors believe the glossy brochures produced by the 
‘experts’ which project the riches that might be there; the vast majority of 
these issues are therefore significantly over-priced.  What happens next is that 
some investors, looking for quick profits, become disenchanted and sell. These 
sells reduce the price and subsequently some stop losses are triggered, caus-

ing prices to fall further. Some investors hold on, but year on year there is no 

sign of progress, so the consensus is that it is time to get out and many do. 
Investors have given up on the share and do not even look at the company, 
but slowly but surely it gestates and becomes a bee. But nobody has noticed! 

 Several years ago a company called Dialog Semiconductor set out to develop 
micro chips for mobile phones and car’s engines and investors were excited 
and flocked to buy at $10 per share. The company listed on Nasdaq and on the 

Hamburg exchange. The years rolled by without success and investors lost 

heart. They certainly did not notice when the price on the Hamburg market 
was down to €0.79 that the company was profitable, was growing at 20% per 
annum and had no debt. The price at Christmas 2015 was €30.88. 

 
 So bees are worth looking at, because they might provide some real  
opportunities. So let us look at Newmark Securities. If the projection forward 

were ‘no growth’ then a reasonable price would be 5.5p per share, which is 
well above the 2.82p price at Christmas 2015 and still above the price of 3.4p 

when first reviewed in September 2015. However, the Chairman stated in the 
2015 Annual Report that profits would be lower in 2016 because the latest 
products were not on stream, but that a large US contract scheduled to start in 
April 2016 was to get them back on track. So, whatever way you look at it 

2.82p cannot represent a significant over-valuation. 
 
 What this demonstrates is that because of the way shares are priced on AIM, 
investing in this market can be something of a gamble. . At Christmas 2015 

the gonabee’s price was 76p per share, the Elt’s price was 68p per share, while 
the price of a profitable company (a ‘bee’), without any debt, was less than 3p. 
 

 It must be stressed that the companies shown are merely representatives of 
the companies trading on AIM. This article is not making investment  
recommendation for any of the four companies. The only point it is intended to 
make is that on the balance of probabilities, bees provide the best investment 

opportunities. 
 

Malcolm Howard 
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Corporate Governance: what is the role of  
private shareholder (continued)? 

 
 by Sue Milton 

  
 In Part 1 (See The Private Investor issue 179) I talked 

about the barriers that prevent private shareholders from 
exercising their role on terms equitable with that of institu-
tional shareholders.  This article provides some practical 

ideas on how to overcome this. 
 
 Reinstating my main barriers, private shareholders tend to 
have: 
 

   a lack of expertise in corporate affairs, no  

influence over those affairs because the level of 

shareholding is insignificant,  
  

   most of our shares are managed by institutional investors on behalf 

of the trusts and pension funds in which we have invested, and  
 

   no guidance to help on understanding and enforcing private      

shareholder responsibility. 

 
 And whilst the theoretical answer is that private shareholders have the same 
role as any other shareholder, the combined force of my three reasons makes it 
much more difficult to exercise.  I therefore identified that the key role, that 
stood out for me as a private shareholder, is one of moral guidance covering  
corporate social responsibility not just in the charitable work undertaken but 

also in how companies treat individuals, whether private shareholders or their 

clients and customers.   
 
 There is no panacea.  It does require work.  For shareholders who want to re-
main passive, we might consider a new category in corporate governance 
terms, that of private speculative holders rather than private shareholders per 
se; but, assuming many of us would like better opportunities to exercise our 
rights and responsibilities, here are my thoughts. 

 
 The first is to decide what is sensible to do.  I would leave the strategic and 
financial aspects to the institutional investors.  They will focus on corporate 
compliance to legislation and on making sure companies pursue profitable   
undertakings.  Yes, we need an awareness of what is going on to be able to 

Sue Milton 
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understand the context.  Do this by looking at companies’ own websites,  
previous annual reports and accounts, and a review of share prices.  Look also 
at the websites of the institutional investors that act on our behalf.  They 
should be publishing information about how they vote.  All this is basic   

research.  We will be better informed, able to vote from a position of 
knowledge and may feel motivated to attend AGMs and EGMs.  
 

 The second is to make use of all proxy voting forms.  If you do not attend 
AGMs, the forms provide us with opportunities too, if they include an option to 
‘withhold’ a vote.  We may feel that using the binary ‘yes/no’ vote is  
inappropriate, so completing the ‘vote withheld’ could provide useful insight on 

how much shareholders understand items on the AGM agenda.  If a significant 
number of shareholders actively withhold their votes, the board should see this 
as a ‘red flag’: shareholder engagement is insufficient and the board may want 
to reconsider its stance.  Using ‘vote withheld’ would also counterbalance the 

weighting of high share ownership, as the volume of shareholders withholding 
votes reflects the percentage of shareholders, rather than the number of 

shares.  This device could therefore usefully be employed by those  
shareholders who would otherwise never vote. 
 
 The third is to look at the moral tone of the company.  Does it have values and 
mission statements?  Do these match strategic objectives and outcomes?  Is 
the board made up of experts in HR, Technology, and Information Security too?  

How is shareholder and customer data being protected?  What audit  

recommendations have and have not been implemented over the last three 
years?  If the data breaches at Talk Talk - three in the last eight months - 
teach us nothing else, it underlines the fact that boards will not learn from past  
mistakes unless legislation so requires, or shareholders demand, action.  It is  
crucial that we remind boards continually of the level of due diligence needed.  
It is money well spent.  The influence of private shareholders on more  
operational rather than strategic issues is, I believe, a great opportunity in  

engaging with our companies on a more ‘day-to-day’ basis. 
 
 What this all reveals is a part missing from good corporate governance: ways 
that encourage participation of all shareholders across all aspects of the  
business.  I call it ‘shareholder governance’.  My fear is that, in the absence of 
legislation requiring shareholder activism, there will always be less emphasis on 

listening to private shareholder than there should be, so it is up to us to get 

this addressed.  Based on what I have covered, here are some  
pro-active ideas to increase opportunities: 
 

 Focus more on owning the company rather than using it as a  

  commodity. 
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 Create our own 

shareholder code 
of good            
governance. 

 

 Set up an         

education scheme 

for all existing 
and potential   
private        
shareholders. 

 

 Insist on having, 

and both      
shareholders and 

companies using, the ‘vote withheld’ option. 
 

 Seek to have the equivalent of institutional investor meetings for     

private shareholders with the CEO, chairman and senior non-executive 

director. 
 
 We could also push for: 

 
Current and long-term share prices. 
A higher percentage of dividend distribution for long-term ownership. 

 
 This provides private shareholders with a more focused role that is both  
valuable but currently missing from the governance framework.  It allows  
shareholders to act in ways equivalent to non-executive directors:  
institutional investors challenge companies on strategy and returns on  

Investment; and private shareholders challenge on operations and outcomes to  
society.  Moral behaviour grows in importance.  Let’s contribute proactively. 

 
 
 Sources 
 
 The Guardian, 24th October 2015.  http://www.theguardian.com/
business/2015/oct/24/talktalk-cyber-attack-new-powers-regulators-hacking. 

A good summary of the value different shareholders bring can be found in 

“Investor Relations” produced by the London Stock Exchange.   
http://www.londonstockexchange.com/home/ir-apracticalguide.pdf.    

 Sue Milton 

 Don’t be intimidated - they work for you. 

http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/oct/24/talktalk-cyber-attack-new-powers-regulators-hacking
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/oct/24/talktalk-cyber-attack-new-powers-regulators-hacking
http://www.londonstockexchange.com/home/ir-apracticalguide.pdf
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Achieving better corporate accountability 
 

By Eric Chalker 
 

 On the weekend of December 12/13 
2015, a letter appeared in the Financial 

Times from Lord Hodgson, a Conservative 
peer with more than 40 years’  
experience in the private equity,  

securities and investment banking  
industries. He has an interest in City  
regulation structure and was a director of 
the Securities and Future Authority which 
preceded the Financial Services Authority.  

 

 Lord Hodgson expressed concern at what 
he perceives to be moves towards “a  
litigation culture” reflective of the trend in 
the USA, where “every drop in a share 
price can lead to class actions”.  UKSA’s directors share Lord Hodgson’s  
antipathy to such shareholder actions, which is why UKSA no longer initiates 
them, but we do not share Lord Hodgson’s alternative, which is to put our trust 

in regulators to prevent, or remedy, financial damage suffered by shareholders 
from wrongdoing.  Regulators are necessary, but cannot be relied upon.   
 
 What matters to us, more than anything else, is investors’ ability to call  
company directors to account.  That means all investors who have put money 
into a company’s shares, including those using pooled nominee accounts, 
which are now reckoned to be at least half of all private equity holdings.   The 

trend for years, facilitated and even encouraged by the regulators Lord  

Hodgson applauds, has been to make it increasingly difficult for private  
investors to exercise the rights of ownership.  We have even seen blatant  
interference with such rights as do exist, where the regulators have declined to 
intervene.  Parliament, too, shows little if any regard for the vulnerabilities of 
private investors in the face of arbitrary or predatory action against their  

interests.   
 
 My letter to the FT in response to Lord Hodgson’s wasn’t published, so I have 

now written to him, to explain our position.  This is some of what I have told 
him. 
 
 UKSA has regular contact with the Financial Reporting Council, but its 

chairman, Sir Win Bischoff, admitted last year that he had been unaware that 
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investors in nominee accounts are not regarded as shareholders by English 
courts (ie they have none of the shareholder rights provided by the Companies 
Act).    
 
 For nearly a year, our representatives (John Hunter and me) were active 
members of a Financial Conduct Authority committee appointed to examine 

shareholder rights and protections for investors in pooled nominee accounts.  

Despite us providing a wealth of information and evidence to show how  
disadvantaged these investors are, the committee – which in effect means the 
FCA itself – was unable even to make recommendations for reform.  We 
learned during the process that a similar enquiry had been initiated 14 years 
before by the Bank of England, but that also came to nothing. 
 

 The FCA even dismissed our concerns about custodian risks faced by investors 
in pooled nominee accounts (including SIPPS and ISAs), sheltering behind its 

regulations (which it apparently assumes will always be respected) and  
unconcerned by the fact that recovery of shares in the event of custodian  
failure (which does happen) may take months and compensation for any  
residual loss is limited by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme 
(established by Parliament) to a derisory £50,000.   

 
 We have corresponded and spoken with the Takeover Panel, whose “central 
objective is to ensure fairness for all”, yet it shows no interest whatever in the 

fact that investors in nominee accounts (other than the small number enjoying 
Part 9 information rights) are not entitled even to be notified of a proposed 
acquisition by scheme of arrangement, let alone vote on it.   

 
 The primary need, I have told  Lord Hodgson, is to act upon the Kay Review’s 
17th recommendation and provide every private investor with the means of 
holding shares electronically, with own name on the share register and full  
entitlement to receive company reports, attend meetings and vote.  I  

mentioned that, prior to the last general election, a significant amount of work 
was done within BIS to prepare for this, but with the change of government 

the momentum has been lost.  In the mean time, I added, the scope for legal 
ownership of company shares by individuals is diminishing and, quite possibly, 
will eventually disappear.   
 
 Although we share Lord Hodgson’s disapproval of class actions, because, if 

successful, they “simply shift value to some shareholders at the expense of 
others” while enriching lawyers, we cannot be blind to the fact that private  

investors have benefited from such actions in the Netherlands and Australia, 
not just in the USA.  If class actions are to be kept at bay in the UK, this will 
not be done by relying upon regulators, because they cannot be trusted to act 
in the interests of those who put their own money at risk – as both the FCA 
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and FRC have recently demonstrated by failing to pursue those who presided 
over the banking crisis, but in other ways too.  Increasing the regulatory  
requirements doesn’t help either, because that simply drives up costs from 
which, ultimately, through stock broker charges and restrictions, private  

investors tend to suffer the most.  
 
 There are many ways in which private investors could be given more powers.  

Above all, they must be given all the rights of ownership.  Doing this won’t 
stop all financial wrongdoing, but it is fundamental to a better future. 
 

  
Increasing the value of company reports 

            

 Turning to another important matter, the role of the Financial Reporting 

Council, a government agency, is of  course to promote good corporate  
governance.  One element of this is constant attention to the way in which 
companies report to their members, the shareholders, in their annual reports.  

As we approach the principal company reporting season, UKSA members may 
like to see the end of year advice published by the FRC for preparers of  
company accounts, which can be found in two PDFs: 
 
https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/FRC-Board/Year-end-advice-to

-preparers-larger-listed-compa.pdf and https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/

Publications/FRC-Board/FRC-Letter-Year-end-advice-to-preparers-smaller.pdf 

 The FRC has also published its advice for clear and concise narrative  
reporting, in a PDF which can be found here:  https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-
Work/Publications/Accounting-and-Reporting-Policy/Clear-Concise-
Developments-in-Narrative-Reporti.pdf 

 
 All company chairmen should be aware of the FRC’s guidance, so if you don’t 
think an annual report sufficiently reflect this, do ask why not.  Some  
company chairmen like to keep questions to a minimum, but an annual  
general meeting is a meeting of members – ie the shareholders, the owners 
of the business to whom it is the duty of the directors (who may not even be 

members) to report.  I encourage all UKSA’s members to participate fully in 
company AGMs they attend. 

 
 I am still looking for someone with an interest in helping to define 
what should be included in the strategic report element of annual  
reports, so please do step forward if this is of interest to you. 
 

https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/FRC-Board/Year-end-advice-to-preparers-larger-listed-compa.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/FRC-Board/Year-end-advice-to-preparers-larger-listed-compa.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/FRC-Board/FRC-Letter-Year-end-advice-to-preparers-smaller.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/FRC-Board/FRC-Letter-Year-end-advice-to-preparers-smaller.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/Accounting-and-Reporting-Policy/Clear-Concise-Developments-in-Narrative-Reporti.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/Accounting-and-Reporting-Policy/Clear-Concise-Developments-in-Narrative-Reporti.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/Our-Work/Publications/Accounting-and-Reporting-Policy/Clear-Concise-Developments-in-Narrative-Reporti.pdf
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News items to be found at www.uksa.org.uk 

 Although it is sometimes a slow process, it is worth checking the UKSA  
website periodically, because items of interest to private investors can be 
found there, even while the site is being developed.   

 
 Members for whom we have an email address were recently notified of two 
items: 

 

    The first two assessments of AIM company reports, produced by Mark 

Gahagan and Hubert Beaumont.  One, about ASOS, produced an immediate 
reaction from the company, so we do have visibility! More are on their way, 

which I expect to be on the site by the second half of February.   
 

    Our consultation response to the International Accounting Standards 

Board (IASB – responsible for IFRS) following publication of its ‘exposure 
draft’ for a new ‘conceptual framework’ for IFRS.  Roger Collinge has worked 
hard on this and come to the conclusion, which I have endorsed, that further 
and better thinking is required by the IASB before investors can have the con-

fidence in IFRS to which they are entitled. 
 
 Two other news items have since appeared: a newsletter from the IASB and 
a report from our newly appointed representative to Better Finance, Helen 

Gibbons, on action being taken by investors in response to the VW scandal. 
 

Eric Chalker, Policy Director 

On Candlemas day investors are invited to the Business Design Centre 

in Islington to meet ’the Tech superstars of tomorrow’. UKSA Mem-
bers wishing to attend are invited to register free of charge at  
https://ajbell.eventsair.com/iif2016/private/Site/Register 

http://www.uksa.org.uk
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Letters to the Editor  
 

Dear Sir, 
 
 Members of UKSA supportive of the movement to secure better rights for 
shareholders whose investments are registered in the name of a nominee  
may have encountered an additional problem of which I have recently been  

the victim. 
 

 I hold shares in Stadium Group plc. Last July, Stadium made an open offer to 
shareholders. There were two segments, a basic entitlement of one new share 
for every 34 shares held and, for shareholders taking up the basic entitlement 
in full, the opportunity to apply for excess shares. My holding was registered in 
the name of HSBC within a pooled holding. Because not all customers of HSBC 
with an interest in Stadium could be assumed to want to take up their basic 

entitlements in full, HSBC was unable to guarantee that the condition applicable 
to the overall number of shares registered in its name on behalf of a number of 
customers would be met; and in consequence it was not open to any of its  
customers to instruct HSBC to apply for excess shares on their behalves. 
I asked Stadium to explain why it had imposed the restriction that it did and 
whether its board was aware of the deprivation that would be suffered by 
pooled nominee account users. In reply, the company stated  

 
… there was no other option available to Stadium outside of the Open 
Offer mechanism to ensure that private shareholders could also be  
involved in the fundraising… Sadly, Stadium can only work within the 
existing system of nominee accounts. As far as I am aware there is no 
mechanism possible that Stadium could have undertaken to allow a 
shareholder in your position to get the outcome you required unless 

you were to hold shares via a nominee account provider that works  

differently to HSBC, or if you held the shares directly in your own name 
(via a CREST personal membership, for example). I do appreciate that 
it is not possible to invest through an ISA or SIPP in any other way 
than a nominee account, but the only course of action Stadium can  
suggest is that you contact the UK Shareholders’ Association and UK 

Individual Shareholders Society (ShareSoc), who are both campaigning 
for stockbrokers to offer alternatives to nominee accounts, to offer 
your support and speak to them about the work they are doing. 

 
 Have other members of UKSA suffered similar discrimination? If so, is there 
any simple means whereby companies running open offers as Stadium did – 
and there have been others – can overcome what might be regarded as a  

technical difficulty? One partial solution that has been adopted by another  
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broker operating pooled 
nominee accounts is to 
offer customers the  
opportunity, without  
commitment on the part 
of the broker, to obtain 

excess shares if another 

of its customers will not 
be taking up his basic  
entitlement, thereby  
allowing the broker to use 
it for the benefit of  
customers who are. But 

that solution will be  
effective only where the 

nominee is willing to take the trouble to juggle applications in that way and is in 
any case contingent on the nominee having the scope to do what it would like 
to do. Another solution might be for the company to call for excess applications 
by nominees supported by certificates that they are made on behalf of  
beneficial owners who have individually taken up their basic entitlements. Or a 

company could invoke its rights to call for disclosure by the nominee of the 
identities of the beneficial owners represented by the pooled holding and then 
contact them individually with special forms of application. 

 
 I have asked UKSA to investigate the scale of the problem. If there are other 
members aggrieved in the same way as I they might, I suggest, communicate 

their interest in an email to be sent to UKSA’s policy director. 
 
                                                                                            Anthony Rentoul 
 
 

Dear Sir, 
 

 As an advocate of personal retention of share certificates by the small investor 
and a reason to consider this to be the way to ensure share ownership, I refer 
to the feature in the “Investors Chronicle” dated 11th December – 17th Decem-
ber, 2015 titled “WHEN BROKERS GO BUST” and suggest all UKSA investors 
should read this and assess the bearing this may have on their investments in 
shares and their participation with brokers nominee companies and accounts. 

 

R.D.V. Kite 

Stadium Group - 6-month share price graph 
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Share Talk Feast at Didmarton 
  

UKSA members’ feast 
  
 It was billed as a feast of investment ideas and Christmas food and it was. 

  
 A full house of UKSA members 

never stopped talking about 
shares from 10 am to 3 pm and it 
is questionable if some had time 
to savour the wonderful food  
provided by the Kings Arms, but 
all agreed the sooner the next 
seminar was organised the  

better. I led an in-depth analysis 
of what had happened to a  
typical portfolio from April to  
November 2014. Members  
explored why some were losers 
and others winners and drew out 

many interesting facts about 
each company and in particular 

added to their knowledge of the 
sources of information. 

 

Do not look for winners - look for losers 
   The conclusions were various but there was general agreement that the art 
of successful investing was to avoid losers rather than seek to pick winners so 
look for some of the following characteristics - but few firms will have them all. 
If they seem to have then be suspicious as to why others have not found them. 

  
                                 Cash in the bank 

                                    Positive cash flow 
                                    Low borrowings relative to NAV 
                                    NAV close to market capitalisation 
                                    PE in range 10-15 
                                    Profitable with improving margins 
                                    Paying a dividend – ideally c 5% 
                                    Steady dividend growth 
                                    Ideally with a PEG and then a low one 
                                    Steady growth in sales 
                                    Reliable product/service with limited market  
                                    Volatility 

 

Kings Arms Didmarton 
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  But when the ideal company is found, beware. Why have others not  
invested in it? But of course for the major institutions there are many compa-
nies with potential below their horizons.  
  

 Bad news can create winners 
  Attention was drawn to companies which have recently taken a hard hit in the 
marketplace and so register as losers . These may offer prospects for recovery 

and capital gain. They should not be ignored but approached with caution. 
Equally it was considered that newer companies showing positive growth in 

sales could have a part in a portfolio looking for substantial capital gains but 
they also represented a huge level of risk. Maybe 6 in 10 would fail to achieve 
the results expected but the other four offering spectacular gains could more 
than compensate for the awful failure rate. The key was to limit the choice of 
higher-risk shares to one’s means; to be able to absorb total selection failure. 
Interestingly some members kept separate AIM and high-risk portfolios to help 

them manage their risk. 
  

Self managing cuts costs 
  There was general agreement that to run a portfolio successfully personal  
targets needed to be set. Generally it was felt that a to justify the effort and 

time of self management, a well run but cautious portfolio had to do better 
than the FTSE  100. Some argued that it ought after costs to achieve an annual 

growth rate equal to rate of inflation times average market dividend rate times 
2.5%, say currently about 7.5% per annum but it should always exceed any 
change in the FTSE 100, up or down, by the growth expected. Others took a 
simpler view. They just wished to improve the total value of their portfolio each 
year. An important point is that by self managing and seeking to reduce the 

buy/sell spread they can also save 2% p.a. tax free. Letting others manage 
your money can lead to hidden costs equal to the after-tax dividends received. 
  

 Throughout the discussion, to which all those present contributed, specific 
companies were considered in some detail. 
 

Catherine takes the wine 

 At the end of the day Ted Moss organised the annual forecasting of key  
market indices for December 2016. This done he announced the winner of the 
annual 2015 forecasting competition. The winner was not present and in  
accordance with tradition the next best forecaster present won the bottle of 

wine, meaning that Ted Moss then awarded to Catherine Moss. 

Peter T Wilson 
 The day lived up to its Share Talk name 
 
Date of next Didmarton Share Talk one day seminar is MARCH 1ST 2016 
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Visit to Airbus UK  
by Malcolm Howard 

 
 Over the years, I have found UKSA’s company visits to be invaluable. They 
have led to some great investment opportunities (Airbus being one of them), 
but have also steered me away from investing in some companies where the 

presentation has not been impressive. For example, one presenter told us 
how wonderful his company was because 90% of net earnings were converted 
to cash. What he obviously did not know was that for his type of company, 

because net earnings are arrived at after deducting non cash items such as 
depreciation, amortisation and share based payments, the cash conversion 
rate should be around 130% and anything below 100% indicates a major 
problem. In this case, the black hole was the pension scheme. 
 

 A few years ago, the 

South West branch of 
UKSA organised a meeting 
at Airbus in Bristol. We 
were met at Bristol  
Parkway and driven by  
Airbus employees to the 
site. Upon arrival we were 

given croissants and  
coffee; then we had the 
presentation, which  
impressed me. We were 
told that at Bristol they 
make wings for military 
aircraft, but also the site 

houses Airbus’s largest research centre. We were shown the latest published 

accounts and we were told that the company had a seven year order backlog. 
We were then provided with lunch and after eating we went on a tour of the 
factory and research centre. At the factory we were shown how the wings are 
tested with the engines. Onto the research centre we were told they were  
developing and testing ‘composites’. A composite looks like rubber, but it is 

very light and is strong as metal, the idea being that if you lighten the  
aeroplane you reduce fuel consumption. At the end of the visit we were all 
given a ‘goody bag’ and then we were taken back to Bristol Parkway. We all 

had an amazing day out and it was all thanks to UKSA.  Having been duly  
impressed with both the management and the finances, I invested in the 
company by buying some shares at £23.60 per share. As I write, these shares 
are selling for €62.00 (£45.73). 
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 The next UKSA visit was to the Farnborough International Airshow in 2014, 
where we had glorious weather. We saw all the latest aeroplanes on show and 
we entertained all afternoon, including being wined and dined. 
 
 Airbus UK also organise meetings for shareholders and in this capacity we  
visited Oxford, where we were shown how helicopters are maintained. 

 

 The visit to Broughton in Wales was another shareholders’ event.  
   
 There were just over thirty attendees, four of whom, including myself, were 
from UKSA. On arrival we were shown to a room where the light refreshments 
were being served and, as usual, they were superb; freshly made sandwiches, 
light puddings, fresh fruit and coffee, tea or water.  

 
 We then moved to another part of the room for the presentation. We were 

told that the order backlog had increased to over ten years, with over half of 
the orders being for the short haul A320’s, with the balance being for the long 
haul A350’s and A380’s. We were nonplussed when we were told that Rolls 
Royce had refused to make engines for the A320’s, so all the engines for over 
half of Airbus’s production in the next ten years will be made in the USA. The 

shares in Rolls Royce have, unsurprisingly, been falling dramatically over the 
last few months which had led to workers being laid off. I cannot imagine what 
strategy the Rolls Royce Board are following. 

 
 We were then told how the civil aircraft is put together. The wings, apart from 
the outer edges (made in Germany), are made in Wales. The main body is 

made in either France or Germany, while all the composites are made in Spain. 
The aircraft is put together in France. 
 
 We then visited both the A350 factory and the A380 factory and were shown 
how the wings are put together. What I did not realise was that the wing  

structure was far larger than you see on an aircraft as the main part of it is 
hidden. Anyone sitting near the wing is actually sitting above a massive fuel 

tank. You only see the top of the wings, but they are so large that a man can 
crawl through them to do maintenance work. 
 
 As always with Airbus, you don’t leave without a ‘goody bag’. This time it  
included a model plain and an amazing key ring.  On the train home I reflected 
that without being an UKSA member I would not have known anything about 

Airbus; I would have missed all these visits and I wouldn’t have bought the 

shares. At £50 per annum, I regard UKSA as a bargain. 
 

 Malcolm Howard 
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The Challenge of Investing 
 

  If you’ve come this far I trust that you will have  
read and enjoyed Malcom Howard’s piece on AIM 
companies.  
 

 In broader terms a Daily Telegraph article by Nigel 

Wilson earlier in the month pointed out that since the 
FTSE 100 was formed thirty years ago, 90% of its 
original constituents no longer figure in the index. Mr 
Wilson’ s point was that we need to invest in assets 
for the long term not concentrate merely on share-
holders’ gains.  

 

 To be fair to him, the article has as much depth as you would expect and 
concentrates on objectives which few would quarrel with. But something 
grates with me. It seems that the unforeseen and unforeseeable changes in 
the world that brought the giants of thirty years ago to their knees (or 
changed their form) is the very name of the game and makes long-term asset 
formation a much riskier proposition than the sonorous reassurance implicit in 

the suggestion.  
 

 To go back to Malcolm Howard, I remember when the annual shindig of  
making awards to AIM companies was close to obtaining the Queen’s Award 
as a harbinger of trouble ahead. Over the years however, I have noticed that 
more cautious judgements are extended.  

 
 The 2015 awards highlight the charms of Imperial Innovations Group,  
Victoria plc (which has made a presentation to UKSA members, Ideagen, 
Advanced Oncotherapy, Optimal Payments, ASOS, Hutchison China 

Meditech Ltd, Clinigen and CVS Group.   
 
 How about that then for a mini-portfolio? The cynic might draw attention to 

the erratic record (at best) of technology transfer companies (Imperial Inno-
vations) the link between new house building and buying carpets (Victoria), a 
forward earnings multiple that would give you a nosebleed (Hutchison) and 
the fact that although the record of ASOS makes it an AIM star (if not the AIM 
star) many small investors who participated in the lovefest which drove the 

shares to unsustainable heights are nursing heavy losses. Having said that the 
clutch of companies looks good. But maybe that’s the problem.               

                               
I’ve just had a look at the AIM Awards for 2007 - just as things were turning 
pear-shaped.  
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 There were ten companies honoured. I expected to see a great deal of  
carnage but that would be putting things too strongly. Four of the companies 
performed very well - financial specialist Mattioli Woods,  engineer  
Hamworthy, insurance broker, Jelf Group and Spice plc. It should be noted 

however, that the latter three are no longer quoted, having been subject to 
successful bids.  
 

 Others still standing from that 2007 list 
are Silence Therapeutics, Griffin Min-
ing, and Lamprell. Silence Therapeutics 
has lost £50 million over the last four 

years and is pencilled in to lose £20 million 
more in the two years to December this 
year. Griffin Mining, a truly pioneering ef-
fort to open and run a zinc mine in China is 

profitable, but even before signals emanat-
ed from the PRC that - at least - the major 

period of capital investment may have 
passed its apogee, showed disappointing 
variations in its fortunes. Gulf-based rig 
specialist engineer Lamprell, quite apart 
from the risks which arise from its location, its trade and the well-known char-
acteristics of capital-goods investments has had some alarming balance sheet 

yaws as well.  

 
 The AIM Transaction of the Year Award for 2007 went to Mecom Group an 
ambitious and apparently solid group of Continental newspaper titles, once 
regarded as assets of very high quality (c.f. Warren Buffett). Alas the march of 
time in the form of the decline of print advertising eroded the investment base 
and there were few tears shed when the ownership reverted back to its Conti-
nental home. A different homeland but very much the same sentiments ac-

companied the International Company of the Year Award and self-proclaimed 
leader in the provision and maintenance of cellular networks, Leadcom Inte-
grated Solutions—now quoted iTel Aviv. And Neuropharm Group, having 
been adjudged to be the Best Technology Company of the Year wound itself up 
a scant three years later.   
 

 What strikes me bout all this is that the winners were never ‘bad’ (i.e high 

risk companies) - nor did they look it. For the rest (with the possible  
exception of Mecom) investors were buying the story and hoping that their 
favourite would belie the odds stacked against it. That’s not investment but 
gambling –and it’s the bookies that make all the money.                                                      

Bill Johnston 

Silence Therapeutics -  
the all-time share price graph 
does show that despite what I 
say, patient shareholders had at 
least one beautiful pay day. 
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 Regional Information 
 

 These events are open to members from all regions, and their 

guests, unless otherwise indicated. For 'waiting list' events all places 
are taken but there is a waiting list for cancellations. 
 
 

LONDON & SOUTH-EAST 

 All events must be booked in advance via the specific organiser. Future events 
are shown in this magazine and on the UKSA website. Members from other  
regions are very welcome. For more information please contact Harry Braund on 
020 8680 5872 or email harrycb@gmail.com 
 

Within this region there is a separate Croydon and Purley Group which meets in  

Croydon, usually on the second Monday of each month, at the Spread Eagle pub, 
next to the Town Hall. Please contact Tony Birks on 01322 669 120 or by email 
ahbirks@btinternet.com ,who will confirm actual dates. There is no charge and 
no booking necessary. 
 

MIDLANDS 

 For general information, contact  Peter Wilson 01453 834 486 or  
07712 591 032 or petertwilson@dsl.pipex.com 
 

 At the present time no meetings are being arranged specifically for the region, 
but members are cordially invited to attend meetings in the North or South West 
regions where they will be made very welcome; or indeed London if that is more 

convenient. 
 

SOUTH-WEST AND SOUTH WALES 
 All South-West events must be booked in advance, and are open to all  
members and their guests subject to availability. 
 

 Didmarton:  The King’s Arms, Didmarton: cost is £22.50, including coffees and 
lunch.  Events are at 10 for 10.30am.  To book, contact Peter Wilson 01453 834 
486 or 07712 591 032 or petertwilson@dsl.pipex.com 
  

SCOTLAND  
Volunteers sought 
 

NORTH-WEST 

Paul Waring 07754 725 493 or paul@xk7.net  
 

NORTH-EAST 
 Advance notice is required for all company visits and lunches. Knaresborough: 
venue is the Public Library, The Market Place, Knaresborough. For more  
information (except where stated otherwise), please contact Julian Mole at 

Julian.mole@btinternet.com or Brian Peart, 01388 488419. 
 


